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Planned Program for Fall 2012
meetings
November 19th - award-winning artist, mentor and
lecturer Karen Goetzinger gives a presentation on her
mixed media textile constructions
(www.karengoetzinger.com)
December 17th - from art greeting cards to business
cards: how do you promote your work?
Special events:
Nov. 19 & 26 (Mondays) - Colour Dynamics for the
Fibre Artist workshop with Karen Goetzinger.
November - 'From a Book' - show of OOTB members'
work at Stittsville library, 1637 Stittsville Main Street.
2013:
January 21 - Felter Maggie Glossop on her 40 years of
work.
In the works:
In the works: "hooker" Loretta Moore trunk show, ecoprint artist Wendy Feldberg, Wabi-Sabi window
challenge, Spring OOTB members' show at Kitchissippi
United Church hall.

Copyright for all images of original art work
belongs to the artist
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Words of Wisdom
I found I could say things with colour and shape that I
couldn’t say any other way – things I had no words
for. Georgia O’Keefe

News from the Show Committee.
I want to thank the 20 members who brought in 35
pieces for the show at the Stittsville library this month.
If you have not had a chance to see the show, you still
have the rest of November. It comes down on
November 30. Remember the library is open evenings
and weekends. Check their website for hours. If you
have access to a copy of the ‘Stittsville News’, I hear
they have done a long story on the show. Thank you
to Juanita Sauve, Frances Taylor and Jo-Ann Zorzi for
taking care of that aspect of the publicity. If you
passed on the press release or poster, then pat
yourself on the back and say thank you. Thanks to
Helen Gordon for helping with a new rack card for
OOTB and the poster for the show. Rack cards will be
available at the meeting if you can take them to
locations in your area.
Let me also say thank you to Nancy Garrard, Marie
Anzai, and Juanita Sauve for helping to hang the
show. I could not have done it without you.
With each show I learn a little bit more about what
makes it easier or more difficult. I will pass on those
remarks at a later time but for now let us all bask in
the glow of a successful showing.
Have you started or finished your piece for the 12 by
12 challenge? Remember we will also have a show in
April at the Kitchissippi Church. Each member will be
able to show up to 10 pieces, large or small, in
addition to smaller items for the sale table. Details will
follow as they are determined. If you are able to help
with the planning, let me know at a meeting or by
email. Rita (ritarottman@sympatico.ca)

Fibre art inspired by books on
display at library
Taken from the EMC news Posted Nov 8, 2012 By John Curry
It is an art exhibition in a library. Now, a library is filled
with books. So, why not feature art that is inspired by
a book. Wow, that's thinking "out of the box," as it
were. But, then again, by doing this, the group putting
on the exhibition is simply living up to its name, the
"Out of the Box" fibre artists.
Out of the Box © 2012
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And that is what has happened for this month's
exhibition at the Art Space Wall at the Stittsville branch
of the Ottawa Public Library. Featuring 35 different
pieces of fibre art done by 20 different members of the
group, the exhibition features art inspired by authors and
books as diverse as William Shakespeare's MacBeth,
Robert Wasserman's "My Life on Golden Pond," Linda
Barnes' Carlotta Carlyle mystery series, "The Book of
Irish Legends" by Iain Zaczeh, the "Ontario Wildflower
Book" by Linda Kershaw, "Emma" by Jane Austen, "A
Year in Provence" by Peter Mayle, "The Hobbit" by
J.R.R. Tolbien and the 1830 novel "Le Rouge et Le Noir"
by Stendhal, the pen name of French writer Marie-Henri
Beyle. And this is only a sampling of the books that
provided the inspiration for the works of art in this
exhibition.
In the glass display
case that is part of the
Art Space Wall area,
there is Juanita Sauve's
colourful book cover for
"The Wonderful Wizard
of Oz," the children's
novel written by L.
Frank Baum in 1900
which went on to
become a popular musical and then a movie.
The book cover, which shows the emerald city with the
yellow brick road leading to it, features hand dyed
cotton, beads, sequins and gemstones.
And if your eyes can leave this yellow brick road scene,
they quickly migrate to the dolls on display in the case,
such as Cheryl Ford's 16 inch high Miss Marple from the
Agatha Christie mystery series. Or there's Jacquie
Lecuyer's Moulin Rouge inspired by the movie which in
turn came from a book Or Jacquie Lecuyer's 16 inch
high Fairy Doll or her amazing Green Doll portraying that
curtain-rod dress made famous by comedian Carol
Burnett and inspired for her by the Burnett book "One
More Time."

Elena Keen and Rita Rottman's "Threads of Choice"
featuring Roget's Thesaurus.
But on to the Art Space Wall and its 26 pieces of fibre
art, revealing in their totality the diversity of colour and
style and appearance which can be accomplished in
fibre art.
None is more spectacular in its colour than Lynn
Ruff's stunning "Kites Over Afghanistan" depiction of
multi-coloured swirling kites flying over Afghanistan,
inspired by the book "The Kite Runner."
And if you want thought provoking inspiration from a
piece, what about Susan Lilley's "Black and Red and
Re(a)d's All Over," inspired by a recognition that text
books are being replaced by online information.
Or for beauty, what about Meredith Filshie's
"Meadows and Hills" inspired by the book "Window
Gardens in Bloom" by Margaret Vant Erve and all
created through the use of hand painted silk that is
hand stitched with cotton, silk and metal fibres.
Elena Keen also found inspiration in Margaret Vant
Erve's book for her work "I Love Window Gardens"
depicting three potted flowers in a window.
Nancy Garrard wanted to show the numerous shades
of grey found in nature and hence her work "Fifty
Shades of Grey," naming the piece after the title of the
2011 best selling erotic novel by British author E.L.
James.

Sandy Goldsmith loves dragons and also likes beads.
So she combined these loves in creating "Uncle
Charlie," an 18 inch high purple dragon.

And the exhibition
has more. Bev
Hastings' "Queen
Anne's Lace 2,"
Patricia Gordon's
white work "Angel
Wisdom" based on
the book "The Hidden
Messages in Water"
by Masaru Emoto,
and Frances Taylor's "Titania's Bower," associated
with William Shakespeare's "A Midsummer's Night
Dream" because its dream-like appearance just
screams out that it is the body of a fairy.

This is not all that is in the display case. There's Doreen
Meyer's "My Healing Path Chakra Book," which features
hand stitching, yarn and embellished felt. There's also
the crazy hand-embroidered patchwork "Blue Bag" by

And there's more, each piece depicting a scene or
object or theme related to a book. For instance,
"Tara's Garden" by Neera Huckvale, featuring
appliqué and hand quilted silk, was inspired by the
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book "Ishmael" by Daniel Quinn, writing about
humanity's skewered relationship with nature.

Anzai, Patricia Gordon, Lynn Ruff, Sharon Collins, JoAnn Zorzi, Neera Huckvale and Lois Smith.

Books are certainly front and centre with Susan Lilley's
depiction of shelving and books entitled "Two Books
Short of a Full Shelf," a work inspired by an effort to
purge books from her personal library.

For more information on the "Out of the Box" fibre
artists group, check out the website www.out-of-thebox.org

And don't miss Meredith Filshie's "Shark's Teeth Can Be
Beautiful," a 10 inch by 14 inch piece featuring ten
fossilized sharks' teeth, combined with cotton thread and
linen.
And there's Lois Smith's larger (21 inches by 17 inches)
piece entitled "A River Runs Through It," inspired by
Norman MacLean's book of the same name and using
flowing water to symbolize life and love.
All of these fibre art
pieces, which are on
display at the Stittsville
library until the end of
November, are created
by members of the "Out
of the Box" fibre artists
group which was
founded in 1997. It is a
cooperative association
of artists who are passionate about creating innovative,
thought-provoking works of art and promoting fibre art
through exhibitions, education and professional
development.
Members of the group include machine and hand
embroiderers, art quilters, weavers, felters, doll makers,
silk painters, dyers, mixed media and other fibre artists.
At its meetings, members share art techniques, design
ideas, artistic processes and inspiration.
This exhibit at the Stittsville library displays the wide
variety of styles, materials and techniques used by "Out
of the Box" members.

Member News
Margaret Dunsmore
I have just received confirmation that two of my pieces
will be included in the Lark Crafts Publication, Art Quilt
Portfolio: People and Portraits, which is expected to
be released in April 2013. The pieces are Family Time
(depicting four generations of my family: mother,
sister, niece and grand niece) and Close Ties (the
Roger Nielson portrait done for Rogers House).
It took so long to hear from them that I had almost
given up. Hope this book is as spectacular as the last
one (Art Quilt Portfolio: The Natural World).
Margaret

Members Shows
Lynne Morin
Lynne Morin will participate in the following shows:
Kanata Civic Art Gallery Show and Sale
2500 Campeau Dr, Kanata
Nov 17 and 18, 10-5
Ottawa Art Gallery, Winter Delights
2 Daly Ave, Ottawa
November 10- January 19, 2013
Vernissage Nov 28, 6-9
The Cube Gallery's Great BIG Smalls VIII
Dec 4-30
Cube Gallery

1285 Wellington St. W. Ottawa, K1Y 3A8
613 728 1750 Cubegallery.ca
Tues-Fri 10:30 – 6pm Sat.-Sun 11-5pm
Open late the First Thursday of every month"

The theme for the exhibition as determined by the group
was "From A Book." This seemed to be appropriate
since the exhibition was going to be in a library.
"Out of the Box" artists whose work is displayed in this
exhibition at the Stittsville library include Juanita Sauve,
Doreen Meyer, Cheryl Ford, Jacquie Lecuyer, Sandy
Goldsmith, Elena Keen, Rita Rottman, Marie-France
Gosselin, Susan Lilley, Meredith Filshie, Frances Taylor,
Helen Gordon, Nancy Garrard, Bev Hastings, Marie
3
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Textile Needle Thread

jo-ann zorzi

Studio Inspirations

TNT
textile needle thread
John M. Parrott Art Gallery
254 Pinnacle Street, Belleville

Book Review
Exploring Dimensional Quilt Art
by C. June Barnes (2012)
Reviewed by Susan Lilley

Closed Sunday and Monday
613-968-6731
Bellevillelibrary.com
November 1st to November 29th, 2012

Bethany Garner wrote of her reaction to the show “I
had to write to say how much I enjoyed the peaceful
hour ++ I spent walking through TNT Thursday morning
in Belleville. Diane Hogan rode with me and we both
were fascinated and delighted with the entire exhibition.
All in all, the time with the groups work is a favourite
memory for me and I have encouraged all of my
students and KFA friends to make their way to Belleville
soon and see this NOT TO BE MISSED Exhibition - so
beautifully presented and well worth the drive.
Cheers
4

This book took my breath
away! Exploring
Dimensional Quilt Art is
about three-dimensional
artwork that uses the
medium of quilted layers
of fabric. In her previous
book, Stitching to Dye in
Quilt Art (also in OOTB
library), Barnes focussed
on manipulating the surface of quilts. This new book
delves far deeper into the possibilities of 3D, with
fabric constructions that are woven, folded, gathered,
spiraled, curled, wrapped, twisted, stacked or stuffed.
Although this is not a “project” book, the author
presents clear and detailed technical instructions for
building and supporting many of these amazing
Out of the Box © 2012
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constructions, even geometric forms with names as
daunting as dodecahedrons, cuboctahedrons and
Archimedean solids! The final section features the work
of several British leaders in three-dimensional quilting.
Exploring Dimensional Quilt Art is a feast for the eyes,
guaranteed to expand your thinking about quilts as a
totally three dimensional possibility!

Maiwa Blockprinting Workshop
By Diane Bowman
I recently had the pleasure of attending a workshop
called Blockprinting. It was one of the many offered as
part of the Maiwa Textile Symposium, here in Vancouver
each year.
The two day workshop was presented by Anne
Babchuk, a long time Maiwa staffer cheerfully assisted
by Liberty who is also a Maiwa staff member. The focus
was printing on fabric with Seta Colour paints and they
made available a huge selection of the Maiwa wooden
blocks for us to play with and also some lino type blocks
belonging to the class presenter. All attendees were
given the option to carve our own blocks from Safetycut
as well and include them in our exploration of this
technique.
There was some time given to explaining the Indian
methods of printing with discussion of pattern repeats,
layering, over printing, etc. and many wonderful
examples were on display to inspire us.
Then we were cut loose to experiment. There was a
seemingly inexhaustible supply of cloth and paint to
practice with and once we had worked up our
confidence, a couple of hemmed items to work on. I
used up many squares of linen and cotton fabric just to
see “what would happen if….” with fairly mixed results. I
must say printing with large, wooden blocks sure takes
some practice and matching up repeats even more. I
was thrilled with some of my blended colour prints and
pleased with the final results of using my own lino block
combined with some wooden blocks, so I continued with
those techniques.
My favourites of the completed pieces included a long
cotton scarf with block printed borders (which I will
overdye) and a few of my experimental layered print
pieces. Many of my samples will likely be incorporated
into mixed media or embellished and used on pillows or
the like. I even (surprise, surprise) have one print that is
destined to be covered in beads and become a jewelled
cuff.
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Overall, it was an exciting and useful workshop and
having Anne available to share all her years of print
wisdom was wonderful as it saved us re-inventing the
wheel in some cases. For me the blockprinting
technique will complement many of the other fibre
based ideas sparked by my fellow OOTB members.

Salon des métiers d'arts, Place
Bonaventure, Montreal
One of the best arts and crafts shows in the country.
There are still some seats available
Date: Monday, December 10
Departure:
From the IKEA parking lot (7:30/7:45)
From the Perkins Restaurant next to the St. Laurent
Shopping Centre (8:15).
The bus leaves Montreal at 6:00 p.m.
Cost: $40 Ottawa-Montreal return.
For more information, or to reserve a seat, please
contact Marie-France Gosselin at:
mariefranceg@mac.com

About Us (Mission Statement)
The Out of the Box Fibre Art Group is a cooperative
association of artists who are passionate about creating
innovative, thought-provoking works of art, and promoting
fibre art through exhibitions, education and professional
development.
Our membership includes machine and/or hand
embroiderers, art quilters, weavers, felters, doll
makers, silk painters, appraisers, dyers as well as
other needle workers and mixed media and fine
artists. Since we are a co-op organization, we place
strong emphasis on activities that support active
Out of the Box © 2012
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participation of the membership in the continuing artistic
development of all. Our focus in meetings is on sharing
art techniques, design ideas, artistic processes and
inspiration, as well as our thoughts on the business and
critiquing of our art. We come from all walks of life, but
are drawn together by our love for texture, colour, and
creation in an atmosphere of mutual support and
camaraderie.
We meet once a month to share ideas, techniques and
inspiration, and from time to time hold open fibre art
workshops. Visitor fees are $10.00 when we have a paid
speaker and $5.00 for regular meetings.
Meetings
Meetings are normally held the third Monday of the
month, from 7:15 p.m. to 9:15 p.m. at the Ottawa
Citizen Main Floor Board Room, Baxter Road, Ottawa.
Submission Deadline for the December 2012 Newsletter
th
is December 9 at 5:00 pm.
Really Bad Weather & Meetings
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If there is any weather condition that makes travel
risky, members will be notified by e-mail by 4:00 pm
the afternoon of the meeting. If you do not have email
or cannot access email at work, please partner with
someone who has access Members should NOT call
the Citizen for this information as nobody there would
have it. (They lend the facility to organizations for a
nominal fee and do not want any involvement in
administrative matters).

Planning Committee
PC Convenor
Programs

Sally Rutherford & Nancy Garrard
Marie Anzai, Doreen Meyer, Wendo Van Essen
& Lynne Morin
Secretary
Meredith Filshie
Membership
MaryAnne Toonders
Treasurer
Sandy Goldsmith
Web-coordinator Sandy Goldsmith & Helen Gordon
Newsletter
Helen Gordon & Shirley Moore
Library
Rita Rottman
Publicity
Open
Shows
Rita Rottman & Meredith Filshie
Contacts: info@outofthebox.org
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581 Bank Street at Pretoria Ave. For
Yarn, Sewing Machines & Sergers
Tel (613) 237-8008

474 Hazeldean Road Kanata
For Yarn and Fibres
Tel (613) 831-8027

